S "Hi Kim! I just wanted
to pass along the
feedback that I got from
the client... As always I
GREATLY appreciate
your hard work and
speedy Gonzales
response time. Thank
you so much for rerecording. Kim was
great! I really think she
did a wonderful job
capturing the tone, the
phrasing and the
pacing. Ann
Tilton, Enterprise
Executive, Enterprise
Services Group,
SmartReply"
“Kim was great to work
with. She was eager to
understand the project
and how her contribution
to it would contribute to
its success. Her readings
were great the first time
and had a high level of
consistency. Very
professional. I highly
recommend Kim” Bill
McLure
“Kim is a real professional - fast turn-around, flexible
and works within our
budget constraints. A real
voice over talent, Kim
provides varying styles and
is often the first choice of
my clients!” Rob Decker XMedia
You are the voice behind
all of my personal elearning creations. When
I am writing, I am hearing
your voice. :) Scott
Chisholm, ASM

7623 Bleeks Rd RR2  Ashton, Ontario Canada K0A 1B0  613-838-3119 
kimsomers@gmail.com

www.kimsomers.com
EQUIPMENT: Rode NT1A mic, Goldwave, Avalon V5, FocusRite Scarlett 2i2

PORTFOLIO
Kim's friendly, warm, soothing voice brings just the right tone to your project. With versatility
and range, she can give you the read you are looking for from professional to silky smooth,
educational to excited. Kim is easy to work with and knows she can deliver your message with
enthusiasm and style. For nearly a decade Kim has performed countless jobs for individuals,
companies and advertising agencies large and small. Here's a list of a few of the clients Kim has
helped with her voice:
Kim is the voice of the CobraNavOne GPS system
Kim is the voice of the Navalert Red Light Camera Detector
Carpet One US and Canada, Pfizer, Astra Zeneca, McDonalds, GE, BMW, Johnson and Johnson, Nestle,
American Express, Petco, State of New Jersey, Allianz, Alcon, IBM Cognos, Novartis, Apple, University of Toronto, Alcatel
Lucent, BMW, MACK Trucks, American Assoc. Of Professional Coders, New Balance Canada, American Express, and many
more

RATES
TV/Radio/Internet Commercials:
Market Size
Local/Regional
Large
National

Length/Rate

Length/Rate

Length/Rate

:15 tag / $50
:15 tag / $65
:15 tag / $200

:30 / $65
:30 / $100
:30 / $300

:60 / $130
:60 / $150
:60 / $1000

Length/Rate

TV $2000 buy
out

Radio or TV imaging $100 per page or $10 per liner
Explainer videos 1-3 minutes $150
Narrations– minimum $150
Finished length
10 to 59 minutes
1+ to 3 hours
3+ to 5 hours
5+ to 10+ hours

Per min
$25.00
$20.00
$18.00
$16.00

Estimated total
$150 - $1,475
$1,200 - $3,600
$3,240 - $5,400
$4,800 - $9,600

Voicemail/On Hold $.25 per word
Full phone tree $.25 per word Updates $10 per prompt
E-Learning Non Broadcast Educational E-learning $.15 per word
Audio Books Negotiable
Podcasts
$.13 per word

